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Kowalski toPescribe
SANE Backed Tour
NOV. 4—Connecticut Con-, Interviewed Commanders
gressman at Large Frank Kowakw ' - o n J m a n a e r s
Kowalski will discuss his re-! K o w a 3 s k l ' who has recom-
csnt European trip Nov 10~atimended s e v e r a l changes in the
8 p.m. in the Chemistry Audi-!?,! n a l d e f e n se posture, told!
torium. ~ j t h e Tripod that at present the j
Kowalski, sponsored by the'ue ta l3s o f h i s t a l k h a V e n o t
Central Connecticut Commit-!^6!;'1 J l°fk e d°T u*-^e reported
for a Sane Nuclear Policy, l™*,.^™,8
toured England, France and
West Germany on the journev.
He spent time in Berlin and,,,,H, „ ... . , •
8t the controversial Holy Loch h p a c l f l s t demonstrators.
Holy Loch he in-
: commanders of!
e submarines there, but he
have any conversation
Polaris base. The Congressman stressed
According to the Sane Com-l*hat h e f e l t t h e urgent need
t'. mittee, the Congressman is I w o r l d peace, b'ut statedexpected to speak about the t h a t h e w a s n o t a member ofr readiness of American forces t h e S a n e organization. He said
«t- and about American
^ . European reaction to
%' present world crisis.
Small Plane
•Contributed
By Alumnus
ancj:t.hat it is imperative that we
t h e ! achieve a halt to the armsjrace and universal disarma-
ment. /
Kowalski reiterated his pre-
viously maae statement that
"in a few years we will have
peace—with or without peo-
ple."
The Representative stressed
NOV. 2 -
Richary B. <
ity Air Science department
announced today that Trinity-
has been offered an airplane
for student and faculty use.
The plane, a Luscomber 140
horsepower, single engine, all
metal two-seater, equipped
with wheels and floats, was
offered to the college by a
Trinity alumnus.
Lt. Col. Olney will investi-
U- gate the possibility of' using
the plane for an aviation club.
Such a club, he said, would
have no connection with the
Air Force ROTC program on
that he was opposed to unilat- The talk will be Kowalski's
eral d i s a r m a m e n t by the first in Hartford since his re-
United States. He said that we turn from. Europe. The pro-
negotiate with the So- gram is open .to the public.
FRANK KOWALSKI
Dr. King
Hits Segrega tion
position of
Lecturer Cites
Art Complexity
campus.
Lt. Col. Olney or Major
NOV. 2—Prof. George Boas
today explained and illustrated
the complexity of art as an
image of the
second in the
artist at
series of
the
lee-
Traeey could serve as in-
structors in the proposed club.
If a corporation 3s foi-med to
tures sponsored by the Trin-
ity College Lecture Commit-
tee.
Dr. Boas, a Fellow at Wes-
leyan University's Center of
Advanced Studies, speaking in
I th, for liability costs and jxne chemistry auditorium, con-
storage of the plane at Brain- trasted the painting..of an..ok.
ard Field, the cost of the stu-
dent or faculty user would be
no more than five or six dol-
lars each time, Lt. Col. Olney
estimated.
Two flying clubs have been
active at Trinity. One, the
Aviation Club, was. formed in
the mid 50's. Several licensed
pilots were included in the
organization's membership and
the faculty advisor was a
member of the U.S.A.F. serv-
ing at Trinit}', the club stated
t' in the 1955 Freshman Hand-
book. The club utilized the fa-
cilities of Brainard Field in
Hartford.
The Aviation Club did not
survive the turn of the decade
and for several years Trinity
was without a flying club. In
1959 John Banghart, a fresh-
man, and several others re-
vived the old Aviation Club
under the name of the* Flying
Club. Operating along the
same lines as the old club, the
. Flying Club rented planes and
hired instructors at Brainard
:
 Field.
ject to its natural image and
explained the limitations of
each by means of slides.
"The image," said Dr. Boas,
"is the way things look." In
a photograph, the human eye
does nothing. The finished pro-
duct is a representation of the
way things look to a lens."
Photographs are limited in
truth by the interest of the
camera man and limitations
of the lens, Boas explained add-
ing- that a photographer can
"stage" his scene and pick
his own viewing position.
Creates Image
"In contract," stated Boas,
"painting is the art of creat-
ing a visual image/" This im-
age is the way things look
to an artist. "In painting," he
continued, "there is a selec-
tion of things by an artist for
his own reasons.. Certain de-
tails are omitted and others
highlighted according to the
desires of the artist."
Boas went on to discuss the
effects of image distance, the
and consequently the observer,
looks at an object. Scenes at
a great distance and penetrat-
ing close-ups, in addition to
side and top views, exempli-
fied his contention that an art-
ist's choice of locality has
great bearing upon the image
given to the observer.
Dr. Boas summed up his
talk by explaining three fac-
tors which make an individual
v,te
he stated, "is the interest of
the artist, because1 subjects
are modified by him to his
own satisfaction. An artist can
play up any emotional effects
he wishes."
Symbolism
Boas's second factor is sym-
bolism which he described as
"allowing the imagination of
the spectator do the work,"
and his third factor is the
view as seen "by the observer.
"It is foolish to' talk of the
painting,.poem, or statue," con-,
eluded Dr. Boas, "for there
are as many paintings, poems,
or statues as there are peo-
ple to look at them and each
person will see only what he
is looking for."
. The next lecture in the cur-
rent Lecture Committee series
will be in conjunction with
the Freshman- Sophomore' Ad-
visory Council. Sir Hugh Tay-
lor, President of the Woodrow
Wilson National Fellowship
Foundation will speak on
"Commitment to Academic Ex-
distance at which an artist, cellence" on December 11.
By-Greg Cavanag*
Special to Trinity Trinod .
NEW YORK OITY—Integra-
tion leader Dr. Martin Luther
King told nearly 1000 students
at Columbia University t h a t
President Kennedy should is-
sue > a ''second Emancipation
Proclamation" to banish all
forms of segregation.
The Negro leader's plea high-
lighted a 45 minute address,
during a benefit program for
the Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference, sponsored by
the Columbia Owl and eight
metropolitan student organi-
zations.
Speaking firmly and deliber-
ately, King gave ample evid-
ence of the erudition, insight,
and eloquence that have made
him th.? most forceful spokes-
man for Negro rights in the
South.
Winds Of Change
The integrationist, who. did
not use notes during the talk,
began by stating that the
forces o,f the modern age are
help keep him from lynching
me."
The speaker remarked that
an even larger obstacle in
seeking civil rights is the idea
that some races are superior
to others. • Stating that "the
mind is the measure of the
man," King asked that the in-
dividual be recognized solely
on the basis of his own qual-
ities and talents.
The Negro leader decried
arguments against integration
based on "complex sociological
grounds," citing the "time or
education will solve the pro-
blems of prejudice" argument
as the most common. "Time is
neutral," he said, "and can be
used both constructively and
destructively. . . The time is
ripe to do right."
Reconstruction Prayer
King concluded his talk with
a prayer composed by an il-
literate Negro preacher during
the Reconstruction p e r i o d :
"Lord we ain't what we used
t'.be, we ain't what we going
breaking ' down the barriers t i?e- w? a m > t satisfied with
t h t i h bi l t " T h | w h a t w e l s b u t t h a n k Go^at rac sm aVe uilt. e |w h a t is> ut> t h a n k
winds of change are sweeping weT anrt what we used t'be."
away the old order and usher-
ing in a new order of freedom
and dignity for mankind," he
declared.
He then traced the history
of the JNegro people in the
U. S. through "slavery, segre-
gation, and humiliation" to the
present when the N e g r o e s
"stand in the promised land of
freedom and human dignity."
But the battle is not yet won,
King continued, for many in-
stances, of segregation still per-
sist: .- •
He argued that the most ef-
fective means of ridding the
nation of segregation are civil
disobedience, and passive re-
sistance as outlined by Thor-
eau and Ghandi. The Negro
leader-said-that-such.-activities
consist of "non-injury, soul
force, moral principles, and
courage.1'
Do Not Obey
King, often interrupted by
applause, continued by saying
that Southern segregation laws
do not have to be obeyed since
In addition to King, the pro-
gram also included songs by
Josh White and Cynthia Good-
ing, humor by Orson Bean,
and talks by Freedom Rider
Pauline E. Knight and Rep-
resentative William Fitzryan,
Democrat of Manhattan. "The
Ballad, of the Brown King," a
cantata by Margaret Bond and
Langs ton Hughes, was also
performed.
Scholars Chosen
For Bowl Team
By JERRY LIEBOWITZ
NOV. 3—Dr. Eugene Davis
today made public the names j
testants invited to try out ver, and the team's public're-
upon recommendation by other Nations director Ken Parker.
students and department heads.
of the four finalists selected! T h e f ° u r will make their
to represent Trinity in the f i r s t appearance on the CBS-
"GE College Bowl". Seniors
Andrew J. Miller, and Paul J.
La Rocca, junior Robert L.
TV program, Sunday night,
Nov. 26.
. The Sunday
Streisand, and freshman Phil-1 down sessions
night
were
shake-
super-
ip K. Hopke were selected vised by Dr. Davis, the team's
from the original thirty con- captain, Drs. Benton and'Wea-
COIXEGE BOWL, TEAM stands ready for TV appear-
ance. Left to right are Paul LaRocc.a. Philip Hopke, Coach
Davis, Robert Streisand, and Andrew Miller.
Ability to Prepare Trin's
Physics Majors Queried
- 2 -^ ='- •:-^^ Wood-
bridge Constant, head of Trin-
ity's physics department to-
day pointed to the college's
streamlined physics program
as an answer to the increasing
demands of graduate schools
on their students.
"We can't say to an under-
they are unjust. He called for g raduate any more that we'll
Federal legislation as a partial i \ a
answer to this problem. "The
law can't snake a man love
me," King stated, "but it can
y
a e v e i o p y o u r a na then
Placement
Dean John S. Bainbridge of
.the Columbia University School
of Law will be on c a m p u s
Tuesday to interview under-
graduates interested in ' law
school.
On Wednesday, Mr. Leigh
C. Rhett, Dir. of Admission of
the NYU Graduate School of
Business Administration w i l l
visit Trinity to talk to students
interested in business school.
Appointments for interviews
should be arranged through
the Placement Office.
First Arrest Made In Tropic'-Ban,
December Trial Slated For Dealer
By RON SPENCER
NOV. 1—Book seller Trum-
Huntington was arrested
today when police officers dis-
covered five copies of Tropic
'ttf Cancer on sale at his store.
Huntington, who lost an an-
jfpeal last week for a tempor-
-„ injunction against State's
ittorney John LaBelle's edict
* the sale of the book
legal, was arrested on a
inch warrant issued by Su-
;£erior Court Judge John M.
; Comley,
The illicit books were dis-
'Sovered during a check by
i^ County Detective Edward Ma-
itus. State Police Lieut. Thom-
&«s O'Brien, and Hartford Police|Sft. Thomas Daley. According
State's Attorney LaBelle,
BOOK SELLER TEUMBULL HUNTINGTON stands for-
lornly before his deleted shelves. Now noticeable by its ab-
...»«=, ~.—j ,
 Sence is Henry Miller's Tropic of Cancer. Huntington was
•Hartford police have been |
 a r r e s t e d Wednesday for violating State's Attorney LaBelle s
aking such checks at local
Jbook stores regularly.
Literary Evidence
L Huntington's attorney,
F. Skelley Jr., told
ban. but he is now free on bail.
Jo-
the
j plans
trial.
f&tpod that the case should
•eome to court the first week in
"•December. Although reluctant
!to discuss specific details about
Tense procedure, the lawyer
; say that authoritative liter-
for requesting a jury
According to the lawyer, the
precedential case for this trial
appears to be "State of Conn
vs Stanley L. SuL" In that
1958 proceeding, Stanley L*.
=,ul was convicted under the
Wene ^eraturej^ P<c-
ary opinion would be intro-j tures" statute
* ' as evidence, jscene b o o W e ^
 ha . l ded
e a s e „ to be tried byi The - - ^ c S t Fair-Comley in Supenoi j by the Superior ^ >o
.. . . the highest state c o u r t | f i e ^ ^ ^ m e ^ ' -
3« original luiisdiciion. SkcSk-ylby the State ftuyj.J
 id that there are no present 'of. Errors.
In other developments con-
cerning the Henry Miller nov-
el, Edwin Jackson, librarian
at the Hartford Public Library,
announced that the library s
Board of Directors has decided
to remove Tropic of Cancer
from circulation until it is
"judicially determined whether
it's circulation is in violation of
the law."
Rhode I. Ban
Controversy over .the book
spread to Khode Island this
when the Attorney Gen-
called a 'Voluntary ban" on its
sale.
Commenting editorially on
the ban, the Brown University
Daily Herald said Wednesday:
"Because of what might be
called Rhode Island's normal
'cultural lag' behind the rest of
the United States, the trouble
.took a while to get here, but it
finally did on Monday, when
the noted literary critic J. Jo-
seph Nugent, Attorney Generai
of the state, finished reading
'Tropic of Cancer' and an-
nounced to a breathless wdrld
that it was 'the foulest, most
obscene work' he had ever
seen."
On Thursday the Daily Her-
ald reported that Brown will
seqk a means for testing Nu-
gent's ban.
The Brown University For-
um for Civil Liberties came
out against the Attorney-Gen-
eral's order, stating that it
"seems motivated by an anti-
liberal, undemocratic assump-
tion that the state is the prop-
er guardian of the individual's
morality.
The novel has also been
banned , in Northhampton
County, Pa., where District
Attorney Andrew L. Herster
stated that "this sort of book
leads to juvenile delinquency.'
Herster said that he had not
read the entire work. .
He concluded that the novel
is the "filthiest thing I've ever
read,"
you will get your specializa-
tion in graduate school," said
Dr. Constant. "Today they
need some of their specializa-
tion in the undergraduate
level."
Constant's remarks, came in
answer to an article entitled
"Can Four-Year Colleges Pre-
pare Physics Majors for Grad-
uate Work in-Physics?" by
George E. Pake in the October
issue of the American Journel
of Physics.
MIT Survey
Pake, a member of the De-
partment of Physics of Stan-
ford University, cited statis-
iour - year college offers theily prepare undergraduates,Con-
most favorable environment
we have for welding the two
cultures' into one. The repre-
sentatives of the two cultures
are in far closer contact in
the college than in the large
university."
Our future ' "efforts will
hinge upon decisions to be
made by free men—decisions
which must reflect the values
of both cultures and which re-
quire an understanding, of
both cultures."
New Program
Prof. Constant said that the
new physics program adopted
in last month's faculty meet-
ing has been open to. students
this year.
Under the new program,
physics 301-302 is now 301, 303-
304 is now 303, and the material
covered in 401-402 is now
covered in the j u n i o r year.
Physics 401-402 is now a "theo-
retical seminar to cover things
students would need to prepare
tics showing the declining per- - for the specialization of grad-
centage of graduate students
receiving Ph.D.'s coming from
liberal arts colleges, and em-
phasized the results of a sur-
vey which showed that stu-
dents coming from the top 20
universities to MIT per-
formed, on the average, one
whole grade unit above those
from the smaller colleges.
"I have observed during the
past five years," wrote Pake,
"the i n c r e a s i n g difficulty
which students from the four-
year liberal arts colleges have,
first with gaining admission,
and second, with their grad-
uate studies if they are ad-
mitted."
Pake attributes this to the
university curriculum in which
a student who desires to go to
graduate school is expected to
cover material which was in
the typical first graduate year
a decade ago.
Crritical Size
He contends that the smaller
liberal arts colleges' cannot do
this for its students as readily
due to; "1) high teaching
loads which overwork the
staff; 2) staff vacancies which
aggravate this load; 3) short-
age of funds and therefore of
equipment (let alone modern
equipment)!; 4) no research
for at least very little); ancli
5) the 'critical size effect'
about which he explained that
"like a mass of fissionable ma-
terial, an academic physics de-
partment must exceed a cer-
tain minimum or critical size
stant emphasized that Trinity
is striving to improve its grad-
uate s t u d y program. "Four
years ago," he revealed, "we
had 20 graduate students work-
ing for their M. A. Today we
have over 80 and we turned
away one-third of o u r appli-
cants."
Resident Students
"With the new physics build-
ing," he added, "we're planning
to have resident graduate stu-
dents. They are a good source
of lab instructors for the un-
dergraduates and also provide
undergraduates the opportunity
in their research
projects."
Prof. C o n s t a n t concluded
that the present five man staff
is adequate for immediate
Dr. Davis stressed the diffi-
culty of selecting a team, but
expressed hope that the "best
unit" had been chosen.
Well-Balanced Team
"A flexible team is needed,"
said Davis, "one well bal-
anced,,,yet strong in individual
fields. I feel we.have a team
team, not one centered around
just one real whiz."
Phil Hopke, a Du Pont
scholar, hails from East Mea-
dow, N.Y. A member of the
band and a student assistant
in the library, he plans to ma-
jor in chemistry.
Paul La Rocca is a Holland
Scholar, the president of the
Brownell Club, and a member
of the Mather Board of Di-
rectors. He was recently
elected to Who's Who in
American Colleges and Uni-
versities. An English and his-
tory major who consistently
has made the Dean's list in.
his sophomore and junior
years, Paul comes from East
Hartlord.
Sportswriter
Andy Miller, a history ma-
jor from Tenafly, N.J.^ is a
member of Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity, a. sportswriter for
the Tripod, a member of the
Ivy staff, and a former cheer-
leader.
Bob Streisand, an Independ-
ent and a biology major, is
from Great Neck, N.Y. He is
secretary of the Archive, an
engineer on WRTC-FM, and
a member of the dean's list.
A second team of Bruce W.
Frier '64, Edward J. Mosher
'64, David C. Woodruff '65,
and J. Donald Woodruff '62,
was also selected from the
Sunday night shakedowns ti»
compete with the four final-
ists every Sunday night.
Competition
In case of accident or 11!-
ness, any of these four will
be able to substitute for any
team member. But the main,
purpose of this second team
is to afford competition during
the week for the four final-
ists. A public contest in Hart-
ford between the two team3
will be announced in the near
future.
On television, Trinity's team
will have to face four students
from either Amherst, Wash-
ington and Lee,, or the Uni-
versity of North Dakota, de-
pending on the outcome of th&
next three weeks of play.
The winning team will bring
back a $1500 scholarship grant
for each of the weeks it re-
uate school."
"The students will be that
much further along without „
 o_
taking any more courses," said land six other college singing
groups will present a concert
needs but hoped that when the mains champion. If the team
new building is completed, is not beaten after five weeks
government research grants "
will allow more professors to
work on campus.
^Button Down*
The Trinity College "Pipes"
Dr. Constant a b o u t the new
plan.
Answering Pake's statement
that a college needs a good
graduate program to adequate-(7:45 p.m.
at the second annual "Button
Down Sounds," to be held in
Mather Hall, November 18,
of competition, its members
will be retired as "Undefeated
Champions," and the school
will be awarded a bonus of
$1500 for scholarships, The
losing team receives a token
?500.
Mr. Tomat has announced
that studio tickets will soon
be available at the front win-
dow of Mather Hali for the
tost College Bowl on Sunday,
Nov. 26.
I.F.C. Considers Printing
Of Fraternities' Policies
OCT. 30— At the regular In-
terfraternity Council meeting | T h- e text of Williams' motion to the I.F.C; is printed1
 below: . • •tonight, Peter Williams, presi-
dent and I.F.C. representative
of QJ2.D., recommended that
the I.F.C. require each frater-
nity to publish a statement of
its policy towards minority
groups in rushing and pledg-
ing.
Such a measure, Williams
s^aid, would serve two impor-
tant purposes. It would en-
hance an "atmosphere of hon-
esty and integrity . . . in the
if it is to 'go.'
-. Pake does,- however, state an
advantage of liberal arts eolv
leges. Admitting the existence
of two . American cultures as
described by C.P. Snow, one
of the artists, humanists, and
literary men, the other of the
•scientists, he- writes that "the
fraternity system" and would
help to, prevent "any hurt to
prospective rushees due to
rushing and pledging proce-
dures" of which, Williams add-
ed, the rushees are often un-
aware. . . •
Williams emphasized t h e
seriousness of the matter and
urged that the members, of the
I.F.C; give it careful consider-
ation. He stated that .most col-
; are "far ahead of us in
this field. Amherst, Williams
and Wesleyan have eliminated
discrimination to a large ex-
tent through fraternity-admin-
istrative cooperation," Wil-
icontinued on page 2)_.,.
In that the I.F.C. is the official spokesman for the Trin-
ity fraternity system it is hereby proposed the I.F.C. enact
the following;
In order to foster an atmosphere of honesty-and integ-
rity concerning rushing and pledging in the fraternity sys-
tem as a whole and in the individual fraternities as such
And further-to .prevent any hurt to prospective rushees
due to rushing and pledging procedures of the various frat-
ernities .
The I.F.C. considers it mandatory that all fraternities
publish in the Trinity College Handbook a positive, forth-
right and pertinent statement concerning -the fraternity
policy and legal prohibitions toward the rushing and pledging
of members of any creedal, ethnic, or minority, group.
Three Chosen in Year's
First Phi Beta Selection
OCT. 30—The Trinity Chap-
ter of Phi Beta Kappa, the
Beta chapter-of Connecticut, to-
day elected three men to mem-
bership as of the end of their
Junior year announced chap-
ter secretary Prof. Blanchard
W. Means.
The three are: David For-
rest Gates , an Economics
major; Roger Edwin Nelb-on,
majoring in H i s t o r y ; and
David Edwards Wilson, major-
ing in Classics and Historj
They will be initiated on' Ihe
afternoon of December 1 pre-
ceding the Moore Greek Lec-
ture to be given in the College
Auditorium by Prof. V. Luce
dt S.13 Uidt c\ "nii'jj.
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Long
The Tripod and the student body express
ences to the family and friends of Norman Riehardson
Long
.' & ^ H? '
Norman Richardson Long, 89, an instructor in ro-
mance languages at Trinity since September If §0, was
found dead in Ms apartment on 65 Webster St., Hart-
ford Saturday night- The death, according to Dr- Don-
ald Hazen. medical examiner was an apparent suicide-
Born in Evanston 111-, the son of Atty- and Mrs-
Albert S- Long, he attended New Trier High .School in
Winnetka, 111- An army veteran of World War If, hg
was . graduated from Wesleyan University in 1948 with ?
B. A- degree and from Northwestern University in
1955 with an M- A- degree- He studiej #t the Uni-
versity .of Toulouse for a year on a Fulbright i
ship- From 1956-1960 he taught French at the
versity of Michigan- At the time of his de^th, he was
working for his Doctorate degree from the University
of Michigan.
Dr- Albert C- Jacobs, Trinity College President,
issued the following statement on Long's death;
"I have had the highest esteem for and the great-
est confidence in Mr- Long- He was one of t}ie "most
able of our younger faculty- It is indeed a great less to
the college--"
Dr- Louis Naylor, head of the Modern Languages
Department, stated:
"Norman Long was a. most, painstaking, experi-
enced, and excellent teacher of French language and
literature- He insisted on careful and accurate prep-
aration of the assignments which he gave to his
classes. He was untiring in his efforts to help students
who are having difficulties with French or needed
counsel in personal matters- He had a masterful com-
mand of the French language, and contributed so much
to Trinity by his radio broadcasts in that language- He
was greatly admired and respected by his colleagues
on the faculty- His untimely death is a terrible shock
to all of us- We shall miss him very much-
Funeral arrangements for Norman R- Long are to
be announced-
w CDUS&B
\mi
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Boy Girl'
f Review
BY MALCOLM LLOYD - ly with an abstract idea. Here
Mather Hall is currently hold- the fragments ot a epnversa-
lng a three man art exibitlon tion are set off in black and
of the first order. A. Haig! white. The simple composition
Koromanian, Clifford Mitchell,
and James E. Pendergast Jr.
are showing over 30 works
of art ranging from oils to
colages. All three artists are
natives of Hartford and each
has won an impressive num-
ber of awards about the coun-
try. I
Koromanian's • "Floral Hills"
and Stone Gardens" have in
common a similar mode of ex-
pression. One painting does
not repeat the other, however,
due to the careful selection of
color. The luminous green and
yellow hue of "Floral Hills"
evokes a pastoral mood. The
carefully balanced composition
of lights and darks conveys the
is made to come alive by a
unique base texture and subtle
variance of color. In Mitchell's
small water color of a rouster,
we see once again his straight
forward technique that is bold,
but controlled.
Not As Bold
Pendergast is just as free a?
Mitchell but not as bold and
he is more thoughtful. "The
Conquerers" alludes to realigr
tic form but less so than many
of Mitchell's paintings. The
vital colors, of which there is
a good range, eonvey an al-
most Romantic feeling. The
bright Use of orange contrasts
with the sadness of the scene.
The mood of "Humanity
peace and quiet of a 'living (Visited" is also quite somber,
floral scene j O n e d o e s l l o t s e e tiiB idealized
•'The'brown hue of "StoneI J { > r m s . o f t J * ^ n a k ? a n C e
Gardens" evokes a q u i e t e r S t o w j i » . ^ e r e ^ c ex-
~ mood. Verticals are suggested
_:.:.. in the more jagged forms as
'S.ZZ:. once again light and darks are
^•
:
 essential to the composition,
•**--_' Although the mode of espres
~ : sion is quite similar in Koro-
ZZZ.: manian's "Lilacs", the emotion
XT,U evoked is much different.
EE : "Lilacs"
^ "Lilacs" has strong purples
7—- and pinks that a re very lumin-
ZZ~: ous. The brilliant color is com-
ZZZ' bined with rythmic movement
r
 of the color forms. The close
I harmony of colors that is
£.'.'.. typical of Koromanian's work
r;r is exemplified in . his two na-
£^~ ural leaf colages.
ZZZ I n contrast of Koromanian ' s
ZZ~- often delicate work is Mitchell
~ who is bolder and more ex-
—•-" • . pressionistic. In his "Cathe-
• ..;,- dral" there is a strong com-
^ £ ; position re-enforced by strong
~~Z blues. The composition is dom-
TZZ. inated by verticals which are
-'•' balanced by horizontals. Forms
S ; s r e carefully placed one against
~™
 t h e
 other and. the contrasting
"rr.- color is not over done.
•--—y— the colors are not as strong
...;• and there is a more classic
;r^..:, relationship b e t w e e n them.
ZJZ:: The composition is more rigid,
rr~* however, and there is a more
5Jjjp:: ?emefrical balance. Rectangles
-~f are played one against the
~r. other and help to quietly focus
"_:: : upon the two central figures.
"•:..;•! In • "Voices", Mitchell departs
»
::
 . • from any resemblance of real-
istic ioxm and deals exclusive^
pression of modern humanitj7
set in at simple composition
T h e naturalistic back-ground
contrasts quietly with the two
feeble bodies that raise their
heads with dignity. In "Ana-
tomy of a Cave Dwelling",
Pendergast once, again takes a
sensitve look/ at man. Quiet
verticlals and horizontals point
out the monotony of the slum
dwellers existence. The color
used shows that there is still
hope.
Pendergast gives us a sub-
jective view of h u m a n i t y ,
where as Mitchell is muqh
more objective in his point of
view. In contrast to both is
Koromanian who is concerned
with abstracting nature. All
three display fine control over
color, form, and composition.
I. F. C. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
liams said. "At Wesleyan," he
continued, "a booklet on fra-
In his "Principal Facade ternities which includes such
policy statements is published
yearly.."
"If it is to be a vital institu-
tion," Williams said, "the col-
lege and its students must
move with the times, In areas
such as non-discrimination, we
must not only keep yp with
the nation, "he said, "we must
be several steps ahead."
The I.F.C. will vote on the
motion tonight. • . -
» Bf A. BAWD LANDER .
Feiffer fans can throw
those yellowing copies
of 'She yiSage Voice. Feiffer's
fourth is put, and it is the
same as his first three—ex-
cejlent! If you were Judy, it
would have been dedicated to
you, but cheer up; Boy, Girl.
Boy, Girl was written about
I cigarette ("Take away crime
from the white collar worker
and you will rob him of his
last vestige ol job interest."),
and Neddy from Scarsdale
with his wife, Iris. There .are
big girls who find flowers, and
a little girl who finds it easy
to be arrested.
''So Memma and I got on
if universality is one of the
.essential qualities of "great"
satire, then Feiffer is not a
"great" satirist; few Wyoming
rsnehers will understand the
cartoon on slum clearance,
gut" the fact that Feiffer's
Work is a Hj.amffistation of
genius cannot be eseaped. Nor
jean the. fact that i t is neces-
sary; topical satire is of prir
rnary importance today, and
will continue t ° be for as long
as we continue to be.
The characters are to be
halted and pitied at the same
time. It is remarkable how
Feiffer maintains his constant
level of compassion, even
when dealing with characters
as contemptuous as the black-
shirted, legion-capped member
of the "National Disaster Sfl-
eiety'' who is presenting his
'crash program for a World
War JH pre-eentennial," and
the toothy electric company-
executive "with his infamous
slogan, "Profits We Must!"
Gallery Of Amerie$na
There are others in the 32-
year-old master's gallery of
Americana. There is the pa-
thetie Bernard Mergandeiler,
and Huey~ the beat ("The
W is divided into two
classes. Those people who get
nervous when they pass a cop
& those people who don't")
There is "the aware office
worker with his king sized
?°i°"
come' so they look us to jail.
—I don't mind the colored
people but I wish they'd leave
their policemen home."
And there are many, many
more.
Yes, Feifter is the same, in
his fourth. The cartoons com-
plement the dialogue just as
and suddenly a bunch of col-
ored people got pn and w£
vyere surrounded by policemen
and we a}l got arrested.^=-
Momma tried to tell the po-
licemen we were only, going to
the country but all the'colored
people were sJngtag'Wp Shall
Overcome' so the policemen:
couldn't hear , us.—^Sp after
Daddy got us out of jail
Momma and I went to get a
sand^icji in a drugstore be-
fore we trie.d again to go to
the country—and suddenly a
I bunch of colored pe,pple were,
sitting on stools all around us
and we were surrrourided by
policemen and we all got ar-
rested.—Momma tried to tell
the policemen we were only
trying to eat and go to the
country but all the colored
people were singing 'We Shfl.ll
Overcome' so the poli-eemen
couldn't hear us.—So after
Daddy got us out of jail we
rented a • csr to the country
and Momma was so relieved
that before even unpacking:
she took me down "to the
to relax and sun bathe
arid suddenly a 'bunch of col-
ored peoople were sun bathing
all around us and the police-
men came and we all got ap
rested.—.Momma tried to tell
the policemen we were only
trying to sun bathe but all
the colored people and me
were singing 'We Shall Over-
5 f the quill pen complements the
Letters To The Editor
Uninformed
Informality
To The Editor:
This past week's Issue of
the Tripod contained an ar-
ticle concerning the . Yale
chapter of Sfc Anthony Hall
and their pledging of a Negro.
I was quoted as being the
spokesman of the fraternity as
well as being one of its offi-
cers. This is far from the ease.
The conversation which I be-
lieve gave source to your ar>
tide 'was one which took place
Sunday morning while I was
checking my .mail, having just
returned from Franklin and
Marshall. I was' certainly not
aware that I was talking with
anyone^ connected with the
Tripod, let oenal in an official
capacity. Your only accurate
personal reference was to my
statement 'concerning the feel-
ing of our chapter here at
Trinity. This brief conversa-
tion <wa§ spoken in an- effort
to be congenial along with, the
•hope of erasing apy misunder-
standing- that might exist. I
hope that in the future, mem-
bers of the student body will
be informed as to the formal-
ity of seemingly informal con-
versation.
Ian Y. Bennett '62
Afflict
The Comforted
To The Editor: .
It is not because I agree
with him on every issue that I
was disappointed in the pre-
mature resgnation of. George
Will. It is rather because I
approve of his desire to "af
flict the comforted," as well
as hjj iBethod ot doing 50.
There are invariably those
who question this. But George
Will realizes the futility of any
explanation, as did A l b e r t
Camus when he wrote these
lines: "Those who have not in.
sisted, at least once, on the
absolute virginity of human be-
ings and o£ the world, who
have not trembled with long-
ing and impotence at the fact
that it is impossible, and have
then not been destroyed by
trying to love halfheartedly,
perpetually forced, back upon
their longing for the absolute,
cannot understand the realities
of rebellion and . its ravening
desire for destruction."
A,
  l 
bearded monk who "used to
send essays to the feudal
barons on land reform." But
perhaps the best feature of
Boy, Qirl. Boy, Girl is that it
makes yeu tafee the shears out
oi feat long locked drawer
and cut /fee.iyy down frgm the
wails gf. your soul.
In .these fajjout fjllsd days
of uneejrtginty, it's .encourag-
ing to know ih-ere ar# at least
a "few gods left.
The Trinity -College Glee
Club will present twp sacred
concepts Sunday, November 12,
in M&W York ci$y. .The con-
certs MU be given at St.
Paul's .Church, Brooklyn, and
the Cathedral of the Inearna-
tion, Qarden City. .
The epngerts will follow the
11:00 a.m. sery&e at St. Paul's
Church and the 4;00 p.m. serv-
ice of Evensong aj the Cathe-
dral gf ijiearaaJJOS}. The serv-
ice of morjiiug prayers at -St.
Paul's Church will be conduct-
ed by The Rev.. Harold S.
Olafsen, '15,
The Trinity singing group,
under the direction of "Dr.
professor of musie, will pre-
sent selections from Handed
Schult?, luxtehude,, Pales-
trina, ajid Brahms. The Gleg
Club will be accompanied by
student fli'ganjsts, James N.
Grenhart and Richard Pe-
mone.
erty,Weld
Forum
Sfpv. 6^-Miss Peggy Wood,
of The American Na-
tional Theatee and Academy,
will deliver the initial lecture
of the 19§1 Greater Hartford
Forum this evening, at- 8:30
at Temple Sinai in West Hart-
ford. She will speak on . "Im-
pact, Intimacy, and the Thea-
tre." .
"Evaluating Our Communica-
tions'' will be the theme of
this year's Forum, a series of
lectures presented annually in
co-operation with the i
sity of Hartford, , v-
James C. Hagerty, Former
Presidential Press Secretary
to Dwight p . Eisenhower, and
Phillip S. Weld, president and
publisher of the European edi-
tion of the New York StefiJid-
Tribupe, will also participate
in this year's program.
Miss Wood, who is well re-
menrbere.d for her role as
"Mamma" in the eight year
television series, serves on the
United States Commission for
UNESCO and the Advisory
Committee on the Arts for the
forthcoming National Cultural
Center in Washington as well
as filling the presidency of
Anta.
In the past, The Greater
Hartford Forum has featured
such well known speakers as
Norman Thomas and Harrison
E. Salisbury, Pulitzer F r i g e
winning Moscow
SMART
HAiJT
SHOP
SAY1TT
Someplace Else*.
To the Editor:
• Is Trinity College in the
United States? I am beginning
to wonder if "t h i s seemingly
simple question must be anS'
wered in the negative. What
is the basic characteristic of
all Americans? It is love, love
of God and love of one's fel-
low man. How does one dis-
play his love for his fellow
man? He does so through a
trait c a l l e d friendliness, I
maintain that true friendliness
is almost nonexistent on the
Trinity campus.
When you walk down the
Long Walk, how many people.
say hello to you? Indeed, how
many people even look at you?
Even those who do catch your
eye most quickly and einbar-
rassedly look in another di-
rection. These people don't
even care enough about their
fellow men to greet one. man
in passing. Mr. Editor, t h i s
isn't America; this is s o m e
place else.
femes N. Williams '65
MAilOlf 5 '
LilNCHCONEITE
"AEEAt-DEUG'HTlN
PiLSCATiSSiN TREATS"
1 Just over, the rosk$
243 I ION STREET JA 7-9644
M ©a. - .<nwn..f-.11 — Weekends 9-12:30
Ifsa
GRAND OLD NAME,
that <sf gentleman/
ft teifeaj WELL SAID by patriots
mi iemosrMs AM Thej t iag can nuke a
.RoMems, bm heemnot make a
%J \ « t W , we sebmit, an 3 price tag of
KINGLY PROPORTIONS authenticate a
£W«km:m's KATURAL SHOULDER
CtOTHING, T5w charac
wB! soon d#e)ar« itself.
Ke »t«, tb«efore, in accord s-jtjj DAROFF
OT PHILADELPHIA ivhoJnake natural
shott! tier cJothing for gendemcfl «T TASTE, aai otfet »«5 ciotJnuj
to y«s st its NATURAL PRICE. To furth*r ackwwWge WK
cndorecmtnt of these garments, we prosily iffix our same to the
MOSTWORTHY 'BOTANY' 500 trifcrei.by D»a)ff UBEL
i is every article.
Natural Shoulder Topcoats, $69.50, Suits, $69.50,
Sport Costs From $39.95
of the New York Times. Tapes |
of the programs are b e i n g
used by several local high
schools in courses in contemp-
orary national and internation-
al affairs.
Both houses of the Connecti-
cut General Assembly hav.e en- j
dprsed the Forum, the i first
time in the history of the As-
sembly that such endorsement
has been.given.
One-half of all the available
seats for the "Evaluating Our
Communications" .series have
been taken by the Hartford
Federation of Teacher* ««
that all Hartford teachers may
have the opportunity to attend.
, Nov. 13 th, and 2C'th are th»
dates of the two remaining
lectures. Inquires about tic-
kets should be addressed to fh«
Greater Hartford Forum, 2§3
Griswold Drive, West Hart-
series, is S2.5 rafR3SHRX>TAO
ford. The price for the entire
series is $2,50. Radio station
WINF, a local CBS affiUafe,
will rebroadeast each of th#
forum addresses.
(Author of "J Was a Teen-age Dwarf, "
Loves of DobieGiUis", etc.)
OPEN FRIDAY TILL NINE
POVERTY CAN BE FUN ,
It is no (Jisgraoe to be poor. It is an error, but it is no disgrasa.
So if your purse is empty, do not skulk and brood and Mds
your liead in shame. Stand tall. Admit your poverty. Admit \%
freely and frankly .and all kinds of good things will happen to
you- Take, for instance, the case of Blossom Sigafoos.
Blossom, an impecunious freshman at an Eastern guW
coEege, was smart as a whip and round as a dumpling, and
scarcely a day went by when she didn't get invited to a party
weekend at one of the nearby men's schools. But Blossom never
fteceptecL She did not have the rail fare; she did not have th*
clothes. Weekend after weekend, while her classmates went
frolicking, Blossom sat alone, saved from utter despair only
by her pack of Marlboros, for even an exchequer as slim a*
Blossom's can afford the joys of Marlboro—joys far beyond
their paltry price: rich, mellow tobaccos, lovingly cured and
carefully packed, and an exclusive selectrate filter. Croesus
himself could not buy a better cigarette.'
However, Marlboro's" most passionate admirers—among
whose number I am paid to count myself—would not claim that
Marlboro can entirely replace love and romance, and Blossom
grew steadily moroser.
Then one day came a phone call from an intelligent sopho-
more named Tom O'Shanter at a nearby men's college. "Blo?-
eom," said Tom, "I want you to come down1 next week lor the
barley festival, and I won't take no for an answer."
"No," said Blossom.
• "Poolish girl," said Tom gently. "I know why you refuse
me. It is because you are poor, isn't it?"
.- "Yes," said Blossom.
"I will send you a railroad ticket," said Tom. "Also s hard-
boiled egg in case you get hungry on the train."
"But I have nothing to wear," said Blossom,
Tom replied, "I will send you one suit of cashmere, two gowns
of lace, three slacks of velvet, four shoes of calf, five'socks of
nylon, and a partridge in a pear tree."
"That is most kind," said Blossom, "bui I fear I cannot
.danee and enjoy myself while back home my poor lame brother
Tiny. Tim lies abed."
"Send him to Mayo Brothers and put it oa my tab/ ' said Tom.
"You are terribfy decent," said Blossom, "but I cannot
come to your party because all the other girls at the party
will be from rich, distinguished families, and my father is bat
a humble woodcutter."
"I will buy him Yosemite," said Tom,
"You have a great heart," said Blossom. "Hold the phon«
while I ask our wise and kindly old Bean of'Women'whether it
k proper for me to accept-all these gifts."
She went forthwith and asked the Dean of Women, and th«
Dean of Women laid her wise and kindly old hand on Blossom**
cheek and said, "Child, let not false pride rob you of happiness.
Accept these gifts from Tom."
"Oh. bless you, Wise and Kindly." breathed Blossom,
dropping grateful teal's info the Dean's reticule. ''1 must ra»
and tell Torn."
"Yes, run, child," said the Dean, a smile wrinkling her wis»
and kindly-old eyes, "And ask him has he got an older brother.*,
m SSAtaaa
i
The maker$ of ftUer-tip Marlboro, who brinp you this eel*
umn, are also the makers of non-niter king-size Philip
Morris Commanders, who also bring you Um column. Have
J Commander. Welcome aboard!
THE TRINITY TRIPOD
Miller's Prize-Winning
"Death of A Salesman"
Opens Jesters' Season
By HENRY BASHWINEB
NOV. 2—The" Jesters open-
ed tonight with their fall pro-
duction, Death of a Salesman.
Arthur Miller's most success-
ful play, t ihas found a kernel
of truth with a saturation of
human irony. Willy is not a
wholly tragic figure, nor does
he die the death of a sales-
man. .He contains pathos, yes,
but we cannot sympathize with
his solution for th,e problem
of his life. Our sympathy lies
more with Charlie, who never
utters a protest, and quietly
knows what it takes to get
along in this life.
According to such critics as
Yeats, the tragic figure;is the
one who rises above his situa-
ton, iwho appears noble in the
lace of adverse circumstances,
and who dies a noble death.
iWlly, on the other hand, nev-
er rises above his cireum
stances. There are huge forces
operating on: men's lives,
which to a large extent they
cannot control. This is perhaps
an evil of our complex, mod-
ern society. But it seems to
be our duty to insist on living
in the face of these adversit-
ies, and some western philoso-
phers would have us be indif-
ferent toward them. Camus,
an eminent modern spokes-
man.has stated that suicide is
philosophically unjustifiable.
Even with the predicament of
this life, suicide remains a sin.
e¥t Willy took this way out,
g fool to the end, thinking
that it was the best way. Biff
was right. Willy did have the
wrong dreams. He never rose
"Entertaining, Well Made"
—Kews
above the circumstances of his
life. He had the wrong idea of
a successful salesman and the
wrong notion of what was good
for his boys. Ironically enough,
Charlie never took an interest
in his son, but let him go his
own way, aind Bernard ended
up a successful lawyer.
Deceit and, Lies
The play is full of deceit and
lies, even to Willy's last act.
It seems as though th,e kitchen
scene at the end of the second
act might save him. In a truly
touching moment of tears the
father and son realize the love
they have for each other, Wil-
ly is resolved to carry out his
despicable end. In a wonder-
ful image of "diamonds" to be
found in the dark, Willy
thinks he sees something that
he can finally touch with his
hands, the 20,000 dollars.
The image of deceit provides
many high points in the play
such as the flashbacks that
show mistakes of the past, and
Willy's attempt to cover thexn
up. The staging of thess
flashbacks is very successfully
done with fine directing on the
part of Mr. Nichols.
T-Vter Fish, who has done
consistently *ine work for the
Jesters, ; plays Willy Loman.
It is perhaps his supreme role
of the parts in which we have
seen h,xm and a befitting one
for his last year as a member
of the Jesters. Fish was bril-
liant in the high places, ev-n:
though - he seemed tired m
sp* ts. We wish him a lot of
rest for the coming perform-
ances.
Don Stramiello and Ian Ben-
nett did extremely well as the
sons, Happy and Biff. Stra-
miello artfully-kept sustained
laughter coming from the au-
dience in the first scene in the
bedroom. Bennett was best at
PAGE THREE
DathmenNip Union 2-1 For FifthStra
BY SCOTT KETTNOUOS
.•NOVEMBER l _ T h e Trinity
booters battled on even terms
until the eighteen . minute
mark of the last period-with a
determined Union squad today
before managing a 2 to 1 win.
The Bantams, who scored their
fifth win in a row, moved, into
third place among New Eng-
land teams behind Springfield
and Colby.
The Bantams pressed the at-
taej< most of the afternoon,
but were held off by the game
play of Union goalie Bill Cohen
and the booming clears of full-'
back John l^ Blson. The Maroon
from Schenectady played pri-
marily a defensive game.
The tempo of pl&y in the
opening period was slow and
deliberate. J i m de Vou and
Buzz Tompkins boomed shots
high over the cage before John
Pitcairn posed the first serious
threat on a breakaway only
to have his shot deflected.
Doug Anderson saved a certain
goal on a knee stop in the goal
mouth ,011 a drive by Ed Lip-
ton.
Stalemate
Cohen played well m meet-
ing the Trinity second period
uprising. Hunt Brasfield, Pit-
cairn, and Dave Raymond had
potential s c o r e s stopped by
fine defensive plays. • ~ " ~ *
Trinity massed' its attack
early in the third period, but
again Cohen' staved them off.
Ted Synn's high hard kiek was
iiie closest Bantam effort Lip-
ton, supplied the .brief Union
offensive spark, 'but tripped on
a clean breakaway, The game
degenerated into a stalemate
with neither teanj able to eon-
tppl the ball or sustain a drive.
Don Mills drilled a high long-
shot: past Cohen at four min-
utes of the final period on
passes from Pitcairn and Synn
to register the game's Srst
score. The Trinmen continued
to a, p p 1 y the pressure find
seemed to be coasting to the
win until late in the quarter
When Pete Neddermeyer knot-
ted the score at one apiece.
The reserve inside beat Sehect-
man at 17:15 on a perfect head
shot after a eornep kick.
The Bantams roared b a c k
sixty-five seconds later at 1S;2O
to break the short-lived tie and
p,r e s e r v e their five game
streak. With the ball loose in
ironr of the Union goal, pan
Mills, Bruce Leddy, and John
Piteairn converged on it. When
the smoke had cleared, there
was' a massive pile up of de-'
tenders and Trinmen in front
of the cage with the bsll lodged
in the Maroon nets. The game
winning counter was credited
to Mills although there was
some immediate doubt as to
who had kicked it last.
The Bantams are idle until
Saturday when they travel to
Amherst to take on the power-
ful Lord Jeffs. v
KENSEIH MORE
MtflELLE BAfiREUX
EVE., Cont.—7:00
S^N., Cont S:00
f 4B5JBANKtlN AVE.T
Silvano MANGANO
" Ernest BOBGWXSB
'S5A5OK OF PASSION* .
EVE., Cont.—6:30
SUN., Cont.—2:00
Skiing
(Pronounced sheing)
Accessaries
HEADWEAR
HEADBANDS
SNOW GOGGLES
BOOT LACES
MITTENS •
Priced To Warm You
TRINITY
Co l Bookstore
WASHINGTON PSNER, INC.
Lobsters to Charcoal Broiled Beefburgers
"Quality Food at Sensible", Priees"
Open 7 days 4:30 a.m. to Midnight
1 1 5 WASHINGTON ST. CH
Can a Date at Smith
Stay. Out all Night!
Tins and every other worry about a weekend away are
delightfully solved In GOING PLACES, a humorous, guide
to 23 Eastern Women's Colleges.
For yonr copy/send «UM to GOING PLACES, c/o Yale
Banner Publications, 210-A Yale Station, Aevv Haven,
Conn-
'But she can at Bennington if you don't xaind retiring at day-
break.
CHAPEL SCHEDULE
TUESDAY
8:00 a.m. Senior Lay Readers: Sfcip Frey-and Beter Fish
WEDNESDAY
7:S0 a.m. Holy Communion
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
11:30 a.m. Col. OIney on "Will the Real America
Stand Up,?'' . . "'\
SUNDAY• : : •
lfl:00 a.m. Holy Communion •
5:0()p,m. A.F.B.O.T.C. Service; Guest Speaker: The
Bev. George M Bean, Moutclalr, N.J.
BANTAMS' TED SYNN outraees Union opponent to
ball at Trinity field. Trinity, fresh from an upset 1-0 win
over Williams, beat Unipn 2-1 and now r§nks third in New
England. (Roberts Photo)
COACH ROY DATH keeps close watch on his squad
(luring tense moment of Union contest. Bantams seored
twice in the final period to give coach fifth consecutiva
triumph. (Roberts Photo)
Jaguars, Sigma Nu IM
Champs; Playoff Tuesday
the high points, especially in
the final family gcene in' the
kitchen. Regrettably, the res-
taurant scene lagged a bit. We
got the impression that it
hadn't been worked on. as
much as some of other scenes.
Wonderful Unda
Also in her first appearance
for the Jesters was Bettv
Paine, who was a wonderful
Linda. She was warm, com-
passionate, and firm in her
love for.Willy. An actress in
less command of the role
might have injected some false
bitterness into her opposition
to her sons. Miss Paine han-
dled it beautifully..
Ralph Coffman as Charlie,
portrayed all the indifference
necessary to provide contrast
to Willy. His only strong de-
side was to help Willy, but
Coffman never became senti-
mental. Bruce Jay as Bernard,
the brilliant young lawyer, de-
serves special praise for his
scene with Willy,
Kichard Gann made a fine
voiee from, the past as Uncle
Ben, although at times the
voice might have been a little
stronger. Malcolm Lloyd ex-
celled as Willy's impersonal
boss. Letta turned out to be
more hilarious than she prob-
ably expected. Barbara Canis-
traro did Well as the Woman.
John Westney, though not
everyone's idea of the perfect
waiter, was certainly a per-
sonable one.
The technical workings were,
as far as I could see, flawless-
ly handled. My congratulations
to the production staff.
Negroes
Demonstrate
Austin, Texas CUPS)—Negro
s t u d e n t s at the University
of T e x a s who demonstrated
against segregated housing at
the University last week have
been p l a c e d on disciplinary
probation for refusing to o'pey
"properly constituted author-
ity."
The Negro students had held
a sit-in at one of the University
dormitories to protest a recent
ruling concerning Negro vis-
itors to the University's seg-
regated women's dormitories.
The new rules bar male Negro
s t u d e n t s from visiting the
dorms, .even to use a phone or
exchange class notes, and per-
mit female Negro students to
visit only in individual rooms.
They are .not allowed to use
lounges, dining rooms, bath-
rooms or drinking fountains,
and the door to the room they
visit is to be kept closed.
The University administra-
tion claims the rule has existed
for 10 years, but according to
the Daily Texan, at least some
dormitory advisors had never
heard of it before this sem-
ester.
A f t e r- - the demonstration,
Negroes were summoned to a
mandatory meeting and asked
if they had taken part-in the
demonstration a t Kinsolving
Dormitory. Students said they
were placed on disciplinary
probation for varying lengths
of time depending on whether
they said "no comment" or
"yet" when asked if they had
taken part in the demonstra-
tion.
OCT. 31—Sigma.Nu showed
a powerful offense and a tight
defense in winning the National
L e a g u e intramural football
title today, scoring a 13-0 vic-
tory over St. Anthony's Hall.
By winning, Sigma Nu gained
the opportunity to meej the
Jaguars, the American League
champions, jn the p l a y o f f
game, Tuesday, Nov. 7.
Don Woodruff paced the Nu's
attack with display of accurate
passing. He also scored both
touchdowns, the first via an in-
tercepted pass and the second
on a pass from Pete Lander-
man. Meanwhile, the strong
Nu line, which allowed only 12
points all season, repulsed all
St. A's threats.
Sigma Nu's triumph was
their seventh in an. unbeaten,
untied season. Their strong
passing attack, combined with
a rugged defense, made Sigma
lessee Away
Trinity's baseball team will
be without head coach Dan
Jessee during the 1962 cam-
paign. Jessee, who has. coached
Bantam nines .for 30 con-
secutive years, will be far from
Hartford when the squad starts
training next Spring. He has
been granted a sabbatical leave
from Trinity for the s p r i n g
semester.
J e s s e e , presently enjoying
another of his perennially fine
seasons as head coach of Trin-
ity's football team, will spend
his leave touring the South
scouting some of the nation's
collegiate football contingents
as they go through their Spring
practise sessions. He hopes to
pick up some new tricks which
might benefit the Bantams
when they enter upon their
own-football schedule next fall.
During Jessee's a b s e n c e ,
Coach. Robert Shults has served
as Freshman baseball coach
for the past four years.
Nu the league's best all-around
team. The loss to Sigma Nu
was the only defeat this sea-
son for St. A's, although they
were involved in two ties.
Harriers Lose;
McGawn First
MANCHESTER, CONN.,
Nov. 1—The Trinity c r o s s
country team absorbed a con-
vincing 40-20 defeat today at
the hands of Manchester High
School. Captain Mai McGawn
captured first place for the Ban-
tams, but the opposition pick-
ed up the next five places to
capture the meet.
Today's loss points out the
serious lack of depth behind
the fleet-footed, McGawn, who
generally finishes first for Trin-
ity. Particularly disheartening
is the fact that John Losse is
the only freshman on the
squad, which indicates that the
harriers will be even thinnei
in numbers come next fall.
WIIAIAMSTOWN, MASS.,
Noy. 4—The Schults men main-
tained thejr position kmong
the ranks of undefeated fresh-
man soccer teams t o d a y as
they knocked off the first of
the Williams,, Amherst, "and
Wesleyan set, 3-1. Mark Jo-
sephson paced the Bantams to
victory .over Williams by scor-
ing two goals, while Ousman
Sallah tallied the final goal
for the victors and was cr.editert
been contained all day by the
Ephme.'i's center half Boh
Trainer, broke loose and drill-
ed one past Williams goalis,
Art Giepson at 18:30 of th«
third quarter. Inside left Ched
Markovich was credited, with
the assist. Less than two min-
utes laier the Shults men wen
ahead 3-1 as the Sallah tp Jo-
scphson combination provided
with two assists.
In a game played almost en-
tirely in the rain, the Ephmen
got off to an early first period
lead as center forward Bill
Fielder toed the losers lone
tally past Trin goalie Don
Kolb. The rain slowed things
down a little until 20:05 of the
second quarter when Joseph-
son tied the score as he took
a pass from Ousman' Sallah
and booted it into, the upper
corner of the nets from about
twenty yards out.
Amherst Next
The tide changed for the
j the £reshmen's final goal' of
i the day. Adverse conditions
prevented further scoring .as
the Epimion and Trin offen-
sives continually overshot tha
goal.
The Williams c l u b which
previously had a 1-0-1 record,
was outplayed throughput the
entire last three quarters as
Sallah, and full..
Lazzorini and Al
Bantams as Sallah, who .had ember 11.
Josephson,
backs Ed
Haemerli again led the fresh*
men soccermen to victory.
The Bantams, who now boast
a 4-0 record with two games
remaining, p]ay host to tb.8
Lord Jeffs of Amherst on Nov-
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Cadets Snap Trin Streak -12 Upset Wi
North
Sideline
Splinters
by steve perreault
The inevitable has happened- A red-hot football
team finally caught up with our unbeaten Bantams
and administered them a good licking- To make mat-
. ters worse, we were beaten by a supposedly inferior
eleven-
Saturday's- game with the Coast Guard Academy
was a reversal of the Trinity upset over Tufts earlier
in the season- The Cadets, established as distinct pre-
gfame underdogs, had only one thought in mind—beat
Trinity- And this they did without the services of their
ace thrower, Larry Dallaire-' Steve Ratey, a fine re-
ceiving end, took over for the injured Dallaire and did
a commendable job of directing the Coast Guard
offense to three touchdowns and victory-
Now that Trinity has been knocked from the ranks
of the undefeated and given up any chance it might
have had of challenging the frontrunners for the Lam-
bert Cup, Hilltopper fans are left with only one faint
hope- Maybe we too can prove spoilers in this week's
meeting with
 rAmherst-
DANIELS, GRAHAM, JESSBE
The Lord Jeffs will be by far the best opponent
we have met all season- Saturday's 40-6 drubbing of
a fine Tufts eleven leaves them with a perfect 6-0
record and conclusively establishes them as the finest
small college team in the East-
At last week's luncheon of the Connecticut Sports
Writers Alliance, these were the comments heard con-
cerning the Amherst squad- Wesleyan's Norm
Daniels, who just a week before thought his team had
a chance of upsetting the Lord Jeffs: "The only people
we upset were ourselves- As far as we are concerned
Amherst has the best balanced small college club in
New England-" Otto Graham of the Coast Guard
Academy, also badly beaten by the rampaging Jeffs:
"Amherst beat the heck out of us-" And finally there
was our own Dan Jessee, who commented in his typi-
cally cautious manner: "Our scouts say Amherst has a
great team-"
Add to these laudatory remarks, Amherst's record,
her recent pummeling of Tufts, and her Lambert Cup
goal, and you can only arrive at only one logical con-
clusion: we're going to have our hands full on Satur-
day- ' •
For those of you who are planning on watching
our unpredictable Bantams tussle with the high-riding
Jeffs, just head North • • • you can't miss it-
TRINYTX'S KEN" CROMWEIX prepares
to meet Coast Guard's Steve Ratey in Sat-
urday's ganje at New London. Ratey
switched from end to tailback for the en-
counter and led the Cadets to an upset vic-
tory over previously unbeaten Trinity.
(Cotta Photo)
BY ANDY. MILLE3R
NEW LONDON, Nov. 3.—
Yavinsky Leads Freshmen
To 20-14 Win Over WesFan
BY MARK HOBSON
, MIDDLETOWN, Nov. 3—
The Trinity freshman football
team, displaying a fine overall
performance, fought to a 2CS
14 victory^over arch-rival Wes-
leyan here today. Fine per-
formances by both starters and
substitutes highlighted the win.
M e r r i l l Yavinsky and Dee
Kolewe did most of the ground
gaining in pushing the Bantam
season record 1-1-1. Yavinsky
was also brilliant through the
airways, completing passes for
a touchdown and many first
downs.
The opening stanza was a
standstill with neither team
able to score. Twice the Card-
inals drove to the Trinity 20
but the Bantam defense came
up with the big plays to halt I the points and the score stood
the threats. The second pen-,
etration resulted in a Wesleyan
fumble which Al Hopkins re-
covered for the Bantams on the
Trinity 36.
Merrill Yavinsky then passed
to Kolewe for a nine yard
gain and Kolewe ran for the
first down on the 48. Quarter-
back Yavinsky found Hopkins
for another first down at the
Cardinal35. Alter a short gain-
er, another Yavinsky pass hit
Dave Williams for 16 m o r e
yards. With the .ball on the
19, Yavinsky gained seven and
Kolewe made four more to the
eight. Two passes to Paul Zim-
merman resulted in the touch-
down. The extra point pass was
i l bincomplete
led 6-0. but the Bantams
57 Yard Sprint
Wesleyan didn't wait long
to tie the count. On the second
from scrimmage follow-
ing the kickoff, halfback Drey-
sprinted 57 yards for the
tieing score. The extea points
play was fumbled.
Trinity scored again In the
the third period,
blocked a Wesleyan
the Bantams took
over on the Wesleyan 15 yard
line. Yavinsky dashed 15 yards
and then plowed over for the
His pass to Zimmerman
points was in-
complete leaving the score 12-6.
long for the
Bantams to score again. Wes-
leyan fumbled on the first play
from scrimmage and Phil Par-
sons recovered on the Cardinal
33. Kolewe broke loose for 27
yards to the Cardinal eight and
in
before
20-6.
Amherst Saturday
Once again the B a n t a m s
threatened but a field goal at-
tempt from the 27 yard line
fell just short and Wesleyan
The Coast Guard Academy's
much-advertised but unpub-
licized secret weapon came
through in the clutch this aft-
ernoon to beat Trinity's previ-
ously unbeaten Bantams.
End Steve Ratey, switching
to tailback in Otto Graham's
shotgun formation, filled in
quite ably for the ailing Larry
Dallaire "to lead the Cadets to
a 20-12 upset cf the Bantams,
who were ranked sixth in the
Lambert Cup ratings
Ratey completed s e v e n
passes out of 14 for 129 yards*
-in' addition to running 20
times for 58 yards. Fullback
Bob Dudley was also a con-
sistent ground gainer.
Second-Half Blues
The B a n t a m . s , generally
known as a second half team,
cauld not- make the come-
from-behind rally as the Bears
made another score in the
third period to increase their
13-12 halftime margin.
The Bantams showed an
inability to stop the Coast
Guard passing attack on the
option play. In addition, a big
disappointment to Trinity
fans was the lackluster per-
formance of John Szumczyk.
The big halfback, suffering
from a minor back ailment,
enerally lacked speed and
power in his attempt to crack
the Academy line.
Trinity opened the scoring
in the first period when Tom
Calabrese intercepted a pass
by Jim Haldeman near mid-
field and returned it to the
20. Szumczyk skirted right end
for a first down on the ten,
and after Bill Campbell's run
down to the two, quarterback
Don Taylor faked a handoff
on the belly series and carried
down on the ten, where thejtites remaining in the
Dudley to Hyde combination.; but fine p*ss defending
l i k d ti th jc ic ed again to e e score. j B o c c o a n d j o e Dg Jjg
Neil Mahan's kick failed.
Trin Lead Erased
In the second quarter, Trin-
ity took over after a punt on
stopped visitors on the
emy 16, seconds before
ran out.'
John Wardlw , entered
briefthe Coast Guard 43 and, stick- | g a m s for • a few
ing to the ground, made i t ; m e n t s > _ _ Brian M u e
12-6. Carl Lundborg scored j
 p l a y e ( j t h e e n t ; r e game on
from the two on the man-in- j
 fen*Si h[s cracked ribs
motion trap play.
Ratey engineered
iyscore after the kickoff. Ratey
passed to Sturdley and then
Hyde for first downs inside
the Trinity 25. After three
plays had been foiled, Ratey
fired a strike along the left
sideline to Sturdley who went
to the. six, where Ratey
bucked over on the next play.
Mahan converted, giving the
Cadets a one-point lead.
Trailing 13-12 at the half,
jparently all mended,
another i Sophomore linebacker turne
in a fine performance, , ,
Bantam record is now
Coast guard raised its to3-3
NSA to Holtf
Conference
The National Student Asso»'J
ciation will hold its first NevtM
the *BTntams" came "ou"t"df"tte.!England all-regional conference^
locker room only to run into!of the year at Northeaster"
- * •
a stubborn defense which held
them in the first series of
downs. After Bennett's punf,
Ratey once more maneouvered
University in Boston, Nov.: 17"
and 18. The chief purpose of
this conference is to explain
the aims and beziefits of the
the offense to an academy j NSA-and its part on the local
score. He passed to Sturdley
on the Bantam 24, and then
flipped a screen pass to Joe
Bocco, whq scampered to the
nine. He then ran. four times,
the last time hurdling the as-
sembled goal-line stand. Ma-
han's kick made it 20-12,
Th^ Bantams tried to mount
an offensive with five min-
carnpus.
Also included In the confer.be programming
which cover such
ence will
workshops,
topics as Civil Rights, edu-
cation, and • political groups.
These workshops will try ta
develop what the college stu-
dent-body can do on campus
in such matters.
took over
series of
on its
pass
own 20. A.
completions
moved the ball to the Bantam
two from where Bill T r a p p
tallied. The .extra points were
made and the final margin
cut to 20-14.
Next. week the McPh.ee
charges entertain tough Am-
herst in a Saturday afternoon
game.
it in himself. Ken Cromwell's
kick was off to the left.
Ratey took over the Coast
Guard offense and, using plays
sent in from the bench, drove
the Cadets 77 yards in 12
tries. The big plays were a 27
yard pass to Mike Sturdley
and a tricky reverse with
Dudley, playing fullback, get-
ting the direct snap and hand-
ing off to Tom Hyde, who
rolled down to the Bantam 20.
A personal foul set up a first
It Gould well be a very
rough November 11 for the
Bantams. On that date, they
travel7 to Amherst, 'Massachu-
setts for a game with the best
team in New England.
The Lord Jeffs, ranked first
last week in the Lambert Cup
ratings, secured their hold on
the laurels by trouncing Tufts'
on Saturday 40-6. The unusual
feature was that the Lord
Jeffs, who have been primarily
a running team, took to the
airways behind second string
quarterback Mark Hallam,
who completed J.6 out of 22 for
309 yards and three touch-
downs.
A stout defense has held
Amherst opponents to an
average of considerably less
than 50 yards a game on the
ground, and the Jeffs have
beaten all their opponents by
at least two touchdowns.
Dave Lawrence is the top
Stop in to see Phil for the best-draught beer and
sandwiches in town—just over the Rocks to Phi Chi
THE COLLEGE VilW TAVIRN
Yavinsky crashed, over for an-
other score. Kolewe rushed for
Q a S4,500-a-year job fn the U Q or 3 Peace Corps job in Africa
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Bantams Must Cope With
Powerful Amherst Eleven
an injury. An-
watch out for
quarterback. He injured his
knee in the Tufts game, how-
ever, and Hallam stepped into
the breach. Al Deaett is the
top ground gainer, while full-
back Steve Van Nort has been
sidelined with
other man to
is sophomore halfback Bill
Julavits, who caught two
touchdown passes Saturday.
Coach Jim Ostendarp and
his men will be trying to
stretch their streak to seven
in a row, and the Bantams
will have to come up with
some kind of defense if they
hope
Jeffs.
to stop the versatile
Bring Ad With Garment
PANTS
Cleaned and Pressed
41c Per Pair
Thrifty Cleaners
6 Shirt Launderers
7 Convenient Locations
639 Albany Are.
t 127 New Britain Are.
430 New Britain Are.
G39 Blue Hills Are.
357 Farminston ATB.
1294 Albany Are.
1010 Main St., East Hartlord
Arrow
Expect more
get more from
The rich-flavor leaf among
L&M's choice tobaccos gives
you more body in the biend
. . . more flavor in the smoke
. . . more taste through the
filter. Get lots .more—L&M!
cm>:
The pullover shirt
with no handicap
This new knitted shirt of 100%
orion is magnificently tailored to
conform to natural body lines.
Its comfortable good looks
and swing-free action brings out
the best in you at work or play.
Banlon comes in 12 colors.
Short sleeves $5.95
Long sleeves $6.95
-ARROW-
From the
"Cum Laude Collection"
WHY
DO I ALWAYS
MEET YOU IN
ALL THE BEST
\ PLACES? •
Simple. Every B.M.O.C.
knows Schlitz goes great
on a date.
You said a stein-fullI
Distinctively different
.flavor!
Refreshingly different!
No wonder they pour as
so proudly!
Schlitz is in a class by
itself.
Schlitz keeps you busy,
too?
Full time. That deep,
cool, kiss-of-the-hops
flavor. The most.
No other like it with
meals.
Right! From pizza to
prime rib.
Well, see you around,
Roger! In all the
best places 1
*
MOVE UP
TO
THE -BEER THAT MADS MILWAUKEE F
©1S61 Jos. Sdilitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee. Wis, 8-ooJi.n, K*
» t o j Angeles, G i l , K i w ; Wy, Ms» Tamss. f|«,
$
f
4
